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We study diluted antiferromagnetic Ising models on triangular and kagome lattices in a magnetic
field, using the replica-exchange Monte Carlo method. We observe seven and five plateaus in the
magnetization curve of the diluted antiferromagnetic Ising model on the triangular and kagome
lattices, respectively, when a magnetic field is applied. These observations contrast with the two
plateaus observed in the pure model. The origin of multiple plateaus is investigated by considering
the spin configuration of triangles in the diluted models. We compare these results with those of
a diluted antiferromagnetic Ising model on the three-dimensional pyrochlore lattice in a magnetic
field pointing in the [111] direction, sometimes referred to as the ”kagome-ice” problem. We discuss
the similarity and dissimilarity of the magnetization curves of the ”kagome-ice” state and the two-
dimensional kagome lattice.
PACS numbers: 75.40.Mg, 75.50.Lk, 64.60.De
I. INTRODUCTION
Geometrical frustration, a phenomenon associated
with structural topology, has recently generated consid-
erable interest. Spin-ice materials, such as pyrochlores
Dy2Ti2O7 and Ho2Ti2O7, have attracted particular at-
tention [1–3]. In these materials, the magnetic ions
(Dy3+ or Ho3+) occupy sites in a pyrochlore lattice
formed of corner-sharing tetrahedra. Their local crystal-
field environment causes their magnetic moments to ori-
ent along the directions connecting the centers of ad-
jacent tetrahedra at low temperatures. In the low-
temperature spin-ice state, the magnetic moments are
highly constrained locally and obey the so-called “ice
rules”, whereby two spins point in and two spins point
out of each tetrahedron of the pyrochlore lattice. This
two-in two-out spin configuration is analogous to hydro-
gen atoms in water ice [4].
The effects of magnetic field on the spin-ice materials,
in particular the formation of magnetization plateaus,
have been studied both theoretically [5–7] and experi-
mentally [8–12]. The effects of dilution on frustration
were studied by Ke et al. [13] in spin-ice materials. In
those studies, magnetic ions Dy or Ho were replaced by
nonmagnetic Y ions. The experiments revealed a non-
monotonicity in the zero-point entropy, considered as a
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function of the dilution concentration. Further studies of
the dilution-related effects have also been reported [14–
16].
Quite recently, Peretyatko, Nefedev, and Okabe [17]
studied the effects of a magnetic field on diluted spin-ice
materials in order to elucidate the interplay of dilution
and magnetic field. They observed five plateaus in the
magnetization curve of the diluted nearest-neighbor spin-
ice model on the pyrochlore lattice when a magnetic field
was applied in the [111] direction. This effect contrasts
with the case of a pure (i.e. nondiluted) model, which
displays two plateaus. The origin of the five plateaus
was investigated by considering the spin configuration of
two corner-sharing tetrahedra in a diluted model.
One question of interest is whether the existence of
multiple steps in the magnetization curve is specific to
the diluted model, applied to the three-dimensional (3D)
pyrochlore lattice. Another question is what happens
in the magnetization curve of diluted antiferromagnetic
(AFM) Ising models of two-dimensional (2D) frustrated
lattices. The purpose of the present paper is to study the
diluted AFM Ising model in the presence of a magnetic
field, in the case of triangular and kagome lattices. The
calculation for the 2D models is the same as for the py-
rochlore lattice. We performed a similar analysis of the
origin of multiple plateaus for the case of the pyrochlore
lattice, considering the spin configuration in a triangle
instead of a tetrahedron.
The pyrochlore lattice can be regarded as an alternat-
ing sequence of kagome and triangular layers that become
effectively decoupled by a magnetic field oriented along
the [111] direction. In this model, the Zeeman energy is
expressed as −h·dκ(i), where dκ(i) is a unit vector of each
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2spin pointing one of the four corners of tetrahedron from
the center [7, 17]. When the magnetic field is applied
in the [111] direction, say, h = hd0, h · dκ(i) becomes h
for apical spins with dκ(i) = d0, but −(1/3)h for other
spins. The spins in the triangular layers, apical spins, are
fixed when the magnetic field is applied in this direction.
The behavior of the spins in the kagome layers is there-
fore of significant interest, and is sometimes referred to
as the ”kagome-ice” problem. It is instructive to study
the similarity and dissimilarity between the magnetiza-
tion curves of the ”kagome-ice” state and the 2D kagome
lattice.
In this study, we applied the diluted AFM Ising model
to the triangular and kagome lattices in a magnetic field.
We compare the results with those of the pyrochlore lat-
tice. Our simulations were based on the replica-exchange
Monte Carlo method [18] to avoid the system becoming
trapped in local-minimum configurations.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the model and the method. The results are then pre-
sented and discussed in Sec. III. Section IV concludes
with a summary and discussion.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD
We studied the AFM Ising model in a magnetic field,
applied to 2D triangular and kagome lattices. The cor-
responding Hamiltonian is given by
H = J
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj − h
∑
i
σi, (1)
where J(> 0) represents the AFM coupling, h is the mag-
netic field, σi are the Ising spins (σi = ±1), and 〈i, j〉
denotes a nearest-neighbor pair. Triangular and kagome
lattices are illustrated in Fig. 1, for convenience. We here
focus on the effects of site dilution on the frustrated AFM
Ising models. The Hamiltonian then becomes
H = J
∑
〈i,j〉
cicjσiσj − h
∑
i
ciσi, (2)
where ci are the quenched variables (ci = 1 or 0) and the
concentration of vacancies is denoted by x.
We use the Monte Carlo simulation in the present
study. The replica-exchange Monte Carlo method [18] is
particularly effective in avoiding local-minimum traps. In
a previous study, which considered the AFM Ising model
on the pyrochlore lattice in a magnetic field applied in
the [111] direction [17], the replica-exchange method was
successfully applied. We here employ the same simula-
tion method. We perform the replica exchange of both
temperature and magnetic field. After each Monte Carlo
step of single spin updates, replica exchanges are carried
out. When we exchange the inverse temperatures β1 and
β2 of two replicas, we use a transition probability based
FIG. 1. Illustrations of the triangular lattice (left) and the
kagome lattice (right).
on the relative Boltzmann weight, such as
exp[−(β1E2 + β2E1) + (β1E1 + β2E2)]
= exp[(β1 − β2)(E1 − E2)].
Here, E1 and E2 are the total energies of two replicas.
When we exchange the magnetic fields h1 and h2, the
relative Boltzmann weight becomes
exp[−β(h1E(Z)2 + h2E(Z)1 ) + β(h1E(Z)1 + h2E(Z)2 )]
= exp[β(h1 − h2)(E(Z)1 − E(Z)2 )],
where hE(Z) is the Zeeman energy part. The calculation
may involve many replicas of several temperatures and
several magnetic fields. In the present simulation, we
treated 486 replicas of 81 magnetic fields and 6 temper-
atures simultaneously for the triangular lattice, and 336
replicas of 56 magnetic fields and 6 temperatures for the
kagome lattice.
The simulation of the AFM Ising model on the trian-
gular lattice considered systems of size L × L with pe-
riodic boundary conditions, with L = 48 (N = 2304)
and L = 96 (N = 9216). For the kagome lattice of size
L × (3/2)L, we used L = 48 (N = 3456) and L = 96
(N = 13824). The dilution concentrations x were x= 0.0
(pure), 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. We discarded the first
5,000 Monte Carlo Steps (MCSs) to avoid the effects of
initial configurations, and used the next 50,000 MCSs to
generate the measurements. Statistical errors were esti-
mated by calculating averages over 20 samples for each
size and each x value.
III. RESULTS
A. Triangular lattice
We first consider the results for the triangular lattice.
The averaged values of the magnetization m = M/N
with M =
∑
i σi for the pure model (x = 0.0) are plotted
in Fig. 2 as a function of the applied field h expressed in
units of J . The system size is L = 96 (N = 9216). The
temperatures are T/J = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and
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FIG. 2. Magnetization curve for the AFM Ising model on the
triangular lattice. The system size is L = 96 (N = 9216), and
the temperatures are T/J = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3.
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FIG. 3. Proportions of the types of spin configurations in the
triangle for the AFM Ising model on the triangular lattice in
a magnetic field. The system size is L = 96 (N = 9216), and
the temperatures are T/J = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3.
0.3. Averages were computed over 20 samples with dif-
ferent random-number sequences. The statistical errors
are smaller than the size of the marks. The size depen-
dence is small for large enough sizes, such as L = 48 and
L = 96. We see an m = 1/3 plateau for h/J < 6, and the
jump becomes smoother with increasing temperature.
Figure 3 displays the proportions of the types of spin
configurations within the triangle, for the AFM Ising
model on the triangular lattice in the magnetic field.
There are 18432 triangles for L = 96, and the propor-
tions of the types of spin configurations were measured
for 50,000 MCSs. The type of a given spin configurations
was characterized in terms of the numbers of up (+1)
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FIG. 4. Magnetization curve for the diluted AFM Ising
model on the triangular lattice. The system size is L = 96
(N = 9216), and the temperature is T/J = 0.05. The dilution
concentrations (x) are 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.
spins and down (−1) spins within the triangle. There is
a clear transition from the 2-up 1-down configuration to
the 3-up 0-down configuration at h/J = 6. This transi-
tion becomes smoother with increasing temperature.
The magnetization curve for the diluted AFM Ising
model on the triangular lattice is plotted in Fig. 4. The
system size is L = 96 (N = 9216), and the temperature is
T/J = 0.05. The dilution concentrations (x) are 0.0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. Averages were calculated over 20
random samples. The error bars in the figure are smaller
than the size of marks. The statistical errors, obtained
by averaging over 20 random samples, become very small
when the system size is as large as L = 96 (N = 9216).
We observe seven plateaus in the magnetization curve
of diluted systems; for h/J < 1, 1 < h/J < 2, 2 < h/J <
3, 3 < h/J < 4, 4 < h/J < 5, 5 < h/J < 6, and h/J >
6. In contrast, the pure case shows only two plateaus,
located on either side of h/J = 6. The results shown
correspond to T/J = 0.05. At higher temperatures, the
magnetic step between the plateaus becomes smoother.
The magnetization m saturates at (1− x).
In an earlier study of the diluted triangular-lattice
AFM Ising model in a magnetic field, Yao [19] ob-
tained the magnetization curve for the diluted system
of weak dilution regions using the Wang-Landau method.
Z˘ukovic˘ et al. [20] used the effective-field theory to study
the diluted AFM Ising model. Multiple plateaus were re-
ported in both studies. Effects of thermal fluctuations
were also discussed [20, 21].
In the case of the pure model, the spin configuration of
the triangle changes from the 2-up 1-down configuration
to the 3-up 0-down configuration when the magnetic field
is applied. On the contrary, the spin configuration be-
comes more complex in diluted systems. The magnetic-
field dependence of the spin configuration is plotted in
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FIG. 5. Proportions of the types of spin configurations in
the triangle for the diluted AFM Ising model on the trian-
gular lattice in a magnetic field. The system size is L = 96
(N = 9216), and the temperature is T/J = 0.05. The dilution
concentrations (x) are 0.2 (left) and 0.4 (right). The number
of spins n in the triangle is 3, 2, and 1 for the top, middle,
and bottom panel, respectively.
Fig. 5 for a system size L = 96 (N = 9216), and the
temperature T/J = 0.05. The dilution concentrations
(x) are 0.2 and 0.4. Averaging was performed over 20
random systems. There are 18432 triangles for L = 96,
and the number of spins in a triangle, n, becomes n = 3,
2, 1, or 0 for the diluted systems.
The top panel of Fig. 5 corresponds to n = 3. There
are n = 3 spins for approximately 51% of all triangles
when x = 0.2, and approximately 22% when x = 0.4.
The change from the 2-up 1-down configuration, [2/1],
to the 3-up 0-down configuration, [3/0], is observed at
h/J = 6 as in the pure case. However, the proportions
of [2/1] and [3/0] also change at h/J =1, 2, 3, 4, and
5. For the low-h region, the 1-up 2-down configuration,
[1/2], remains.
The middle panel of Fig. 5 corresponds to n = 2. One
TABLE I. The local energy of the spin configuration in the
triangle for the triangular lattice. The spin numbers n are 3,
2, and 1. An edge is shared with two triangles, and a corner
is shared with six triangles.
config. n spins up down energy
[3/0] 3 3 0 3(J/2)− 3(h/6)
[2/1] 2 1 −(J/2)− (h/6)
[1/2] 1 2 −(J/2) + (h/6)
[2/0] 2 2 0 (J/2)− 2(h/6)
[1/1] 1 1 −(J/2)
[1/0] 1 1 0 −(h/6)
[0/1] 0 1 +(h/6)
spin is deleted from the triangle. The partial transition
from the 1-up 1-down configuration, [1/1], to the 2-up
0-down configuration, [2/0], is observed.
The bottom panel of Fig. 5 corresponds to n = 1. Here,
two spins are deleted from the triangle. At h/J = 0,
there are equal proportions of up spins and down spins,
whereas the proportion of up spins increases as the mag-
netic field h increases.
We showed the data of the proportions of the types
of spin configurations in the triangle for x = 0.2 and
x = 0.4 in Fig. 5. We see the x dependence. The sit-
uation is essentially the same, although the proportions
of configurations with smaller n values increase as x in-
creases. For strong dilution, such as x = 0.8, many free
spins appear, which does not produce a magnetization
plateau; the magnetization jump decreases for larger x.
We follow a similar procedure as for the case of the
pyrochlore lattice in the [111] magnetic field [17] to elu-
cidate the origin of the seven plateaus in the magnetiza-
tion curve. We investigate the local energy of the spin
configuration in a triangle for n = 3, 2, and 1, the re-
sults of which are shown in Table I. The local energy for
each configuration is given in the last column. An edge,
which is related to the exchange energy, is shared by two
neighboring triangles, and a corner, which is related to
the Zeeman energy, is shared by six triangles.
We consider the energy of six corner-sharing triangles.
Figure 6 illustrates the flipping process schematically.
The deleted spins are denoted by empty circle. The case
where all the six triangles have n = 3 is shown in panel
(i). When the corner-sharing spin is turned from ”down”
to ”up”, the configuration changes from [2/1] to [3/0].
From Table I, the crossover magnetic field is calculated
by
−(J/2)− (h/6) = 3(J/2)− 3(h/6).
We then obtain hc/J = 6. If one spin is deleted as in
panel (ii), there are four triangles with n = 3 and two
triangles with n = 2. When the corner-sharing spin is
turned from ”down” to ”up”, the configuration changes
from (4[2/1]+2[1/1]) to (4[3/0]+2[2/0]). From Table I,
5(i)
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(6[2/1]),  (6[3/0])
hc/J=6
(4[2/1]+2[1/1]),  (4[3/0]+2[2/0])
hc/J=5
(iii)
(3[2/1]+2[1/1]+[0/1]),  (3[3/0]+2[2/0]+[1/0])
hc/J=4
(iv)
(2[2/1]+4[1/1]),  (2[3/0]+4[2/0])
hc/J=4
(v)
(6[1/1]),  (6[2/0])
hc/J=3
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([2/1]+4[1/1]+[0/1]),  ([3/0]+4[2/0]+[1/0])
hc/J=3
(2[2/1]+2[1/1]+2[0/1]),  (2[3/0]+2[2/0]+2[1/0])
hc/J=3
(viii)
([2/1]+2[1/1]+3[0/1]),  ([3/0]+2[2/0]+3[1/0])
hc/J=2
(ix)
(4[1/1]+2[0/1]),  (4[2/0]+2[1/0])
hc/J=2
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(2[1/1]+4[0/1]),  (2[2/0]+4[1/0])
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FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of spin flip for the triangular
lattice. The up and down spins are denoted by the arrow,
whereas the deleted spins are denoted by the empty circle.
The crossover values hc are given there.
the crossover magnetic field is calculated by
4(−(J/2)− (h/6)) + 2(−(J/2))
= 4(3(J/2)− 3(h/6)) + 2((J/2)− 2(h/6)).
We then obtain hc/J = 5. The deletion of two
spins makes us consider two cases: firstly, the change
from (3[2/1]+2[1/1]+[0/1]) to (3[3/0]+2[2/0]+[1/0]), as
shown in panel (iii), and secondly, the change from
(2[2/1]+4[1/1]) to (2[3/0]+4[2/0]), as shown in panel
(iv). In both cases, the crossover magnetic field is
hc/J = 4. The cases where three spins are deleted are
shown in panels (v), (vi), and (vii), whereas those where
four spins are deleted are shown in panels (viii) and (ix).
Panel (x) corresponds to the deletion of five spins. The
crossover values hc, given in Fig. 6, can be obtained in
the same manner.
This investigation clearly accounts for the change in
the configurations displayed in Fig. 5, which clarifies the
origin of the seven magnetization plateaus in Fig. 4. The
magnetization step at h/J = 6 comes from the situa-
tion shown in panel (i) of Fig. 6. When one increases
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FIG. 7. Magnetization curve for the AFM Ising model on the
kagome lattice. The system size is L = 96 (N = 13824), and
the temperatures are T/J = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3.
the dilution concentration x, the possibility of such spin
configurations becomes small. Thus, for strong dilution
cases, the magnetization steps at h/J = 6 and also at
h/J = 5 become very small.
B. Kagome lattice
We next consider the kagome lattice. The averaged val-
ues of the magnetization m = M/N for the pure model
(x = 0.0) are plotted as a function of the applied field h
in Fig. 7. The system size is here L = 96 (N = 13824)
and the temperatures are T/J = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
and 0.3. Averaging was performed over 20 samples with
different random-number sequences. The plateau corre-
sponding to m = 1/3 appears for h/J < 4, but the jump
becomes smoother with increasing temperature.
Figure 8 shows the proportions of the different types
of spin configurations in a triangle for the AFM Ising
model on the kagome lattice in a magnetic field. There
are 9216 triangles for L = 96, and the proportions of
the different types of spin configurations were measured
for 50,000 MCSs. The type of spin configurations in a
triangle is classified in the same way as for the trian-
gular lattice. There is a clear transition from the 2-up
1-down configuration to the 3-up 0-down configuration
at h/J = 4. The transition becomes smoother when in-
creasing temperature.
The magnetization curve for the diluted AFM Ising
model on the kagome lattice is plotted in Fig. 9. The
system size is L = 96 (N = 13824), and the temperature
is T/J = 0.05. The dilution concentrations (x) are 0.0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.
Figure 9 shows five plateaus in the magnetization
curves, in the ranges h/J < 1, 1 < h/J < 2, 2 < h/J < 3,
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FIG. 8. Proportions of the types of spin configurations in the
triangle for the AFM Ising model on the kagome lattice in a
magnetic field. The system size is L = 96 (N = 13824), and
the temperatures are T/J = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3.
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FIG. 9. Magnetization curve for the diluted AFM Ising model
on the kagome lattice. The system size is L = 96 (N =
13824), and the temperature is T/J = 0.05. The dilution
concentrations (x) are 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.
3 < h/J < 4, and h/J > 4. This situation contrasts with
the pure case, where only two plateaus are observed, on
either side of h/J = 4. The saturated value of the mag-
netization m is (1− x).
The magnetic-field dependence of the spin configu-
ration for the diluted AFM model on the kagome lat-
tice is plotted in Fig. 10. The system size is L = 96
(N = 13824), and the temperature is T/J = 0.05. The
dilution concentrations (x) are 0.2 and 0.4. There are
9216 triangles for L = 96, and the number of spins in
the triangle, n, becomes n= 3, 2, 1, or 0 for the diluted
systems.
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FIG. 10. Proportions of the types of spin configurations in
the triangle for the diluted AFM Ising model on the kagome
lattice in a magnetic field. The system size is L = 96 (N =
13824), and the temperature is T/J = 0.05. The dilution
concentrations (x) are 0.2 (left) and 0.4 (right). The number
of spins n in the triangle is 3, 2, and 1 for the top, middle,
and bottom panel, respectively.
The top panel of Fig. 10 shows the result for n = 3,
which corresponds to approximately 51% of all the tri-
angles for x = 0.2 and approximately 22% for x = 0.4
again. A transition from the 2-up 1-down configuration,
[2/1], to the 3-up 0-down configuration, [3/0], is observed
at h/J = 4, as in the pure case. However, the propor-
tions of the [2/1] and [3/0] configurations also change at
h/J =1, 2, and 3.
The middle panel of Fig. 10 corresponds to n = 2. One
spin is deleted from the triangle. The partial transition
is observed from the 1-up 1-down configuration, [1/1], to
the 2-up 0-down configuration, [2/0].
The bottom panel corresponds to n = 1, where two
spins are deleted from the triangle. At h/J = 0, there
are equal proportions of up and down spins, whereas the
7TABLE II. The local energy of the spin configuration in the
triangle for the kagome lattice. The spin numbers n are 3,
2, and 1. An edge is not shared with other triangles, and a
corner is shared with two triangles.
config. n spins up down energy
[3/0] 3 3 0 3J − 3(h/2)
[2/1] 2 1 −J − (h/2)
[1/2] 1 2 −J + (h/2)
[2/0] 2 2 0 J − 2(h/2)
[1/1] 1 1 −J
[1/0] 1 1 0 −(h/2)
[0/1] 0 1 +(h/2)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
([2/1]+[2/1]),  ([3/0]+[3/0])
([2/1]+[1/1]),  ([3/0]+[2/0])
([1/1]+[1/1]),  ([2/0]+[2/0])
([2/1]+[0/1]),  ([3/0]+[1/0])
([1/1]+[0/1]),  ([2/0]+[1/0])
hc/J=3
hc/J=2
hc/J=4
hc/J=1
hc/J=2
FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of spin flip for the kagome
lattice. The up and down spins are denoted by the arrow,
whereas the deleted spins are denoted by the empty circle.
The crossover values hc are given there.
proportion of up spins increases with increasing h.
We showed the data of the proportions of the types of
spin configurations in the triangle for x = 0.2 and x =
0.4. The situation is essentially the same, although the
proportions of smaller n in the triangle increases when x
become larger.
We use the same analysis as above to elucidate the ori-
gin of the multiple plateaus in the magnetization curve.
The local energies of the spin configuration of the trian-
gle for n= 3, 2, and 1 are listed in Table II. An edge,
which is related to the exchange energy, is not shared
with other triangles, and a corner, which is related to
the Zeeman energy, is shared between two triangles.
In the case of the kagome lattice, we consider the en-
ergy of two corner-sharing triangles. The flipping pro-
cess is illustrated schematically in Fig. 11. Deleted spins
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FIG. 12. The comparison of the magnetization curves for
the diluted AFM Ising model on the pyrochlore lattice [17]
and on the kagome lattice (the present study). In the case
of pyrochlore lattice the magnetization is applied in the [111]
direction.
are denoted by empty circle. The case where the two
triangles have n = 3 is shown in panel (i). When the
corner-sharing spin is turned from ”down” to ”up”, the
configuration changes from [2/1] to [3/0]. From Table II,
the crossover magnetic field is calculated by
−J − (h/2) = 3J − 3(h/2).
We then obtain hc/J = 4. If one spin is deleted as
shown in panel (ii), one triangle has n = 3 and the other
triangle has n = 2. When the corner-sharing spin is
turned from ”down” to ”up”, the configuration changes
from ([2/1]+[1/1]) to ([3/0]+[2/0]). From Table II, the
crossover magnetic field is calculated by
(−J − (h/2)) + (−J)
= (3J − 3(h/2)) + (J − 2(h/2)).
We then obtain hc/J = 3. Two cases arise when two
spins are deleted: (2[1/1]) changes to (2[2/0]), as shown
in panel (iii), and ([2/1]+[0/1]) changes to ([3/0]+[1/0]),
as shown in panel (iv). In both cases, the crossover mag-
netic field is given by hc/J = 2. The case where three
spins are deleted is shown in panel (v). The correspond-
ing crossover values hc are obtained in the same way as
before, and are given in Fig. 11.
This analysis explains the change in the configurations
given in Fig. 10. The origin of the five magnetization
plateaus in Fig. 9 is thus clearly elucidated, as for the
triangular lattice.
C. Comparison with ”kagome-ice”
The pyrochlore lattice can be regarded as consisting
of alternating kagome and triangular layers that become
8effectively decoupled by a magnetic field in the [111] di-
rection. Since the spins in the triangular layers are fixed,
as explained in Sec. I, Introduction, the behavior of the
spins in the kagome layers has attracted significant in-
terest. This problem is sometimes referred to as the
”kagome-ice” problem [9, 10]. It is interesting to com-
pare the behavior of the ”kagome-ice” with that of the
AFM Ising model on a 2D kagome lattice.
Figure 12 compares the magnetization curves of the
diluted AFM Ising models on the pyrochlore lattice [17]
and on the kagome lattice (the present study). In the
case of the ”kagome-ice” state for the pure model (x = 0),
the magnetization saturates at m = 1/2, with an inter-
mediate plateau at m = 1/3. It comes from a complex
structure of the spin-ice model on the pyrochlore lattice.
When a magnetic field is applied in the [111] direction,
the spins on the [111] positions are fixed as 1, but other
spins take either +(1/3) or −(1/3) [17]. The magnetiza-
tion of the kagome lattice saturates at m = 1 for the pure
case (x = 0), with an intermediate plateau at m = 1/3.
The diluted model of the ”kagome-ice” state displays
new steps at different magnetic fields relative to the pure
model (h/J = 6), namely at h/J = 3, 9, and 12. In the
case of the kagome lattice, new steps appear at h/J=1,
2, and 3; the pure case shows a single step at h/J = 4.
Although there are five plateaus in the magnetization
curves of the diluted models in the case of both the py-
rochlore and kagome lattices, the positions of the new
transitions are different. The plateaus result from the
competition between the exchange and Zeeman energies,
which differ in the pyrochlore (Table I of Ref. [17]) and
kagome lattices (Table II of the present study). There
are therefore both similarities and dissimilarities between
the magnetization curves of the diluted model for the
”kagome-ice” state and for the kagome lattice.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
To summarize, we studied diluted AFM Ising models
on triangular and kagome lattices in a magnetic field us-
ing the replica-exchange Monte Carlo method for both
temperature and magnetic field. We observed seven and
five plateaus in the resulting magnetization curves for tri-
angular and kagome lattices, respectively. These results
contrast with the case of the pure model, which displays
only two plateaus. The spin configuration within tri-
angles was investigated, which clearly accounted for the
origin of multiple magnetization plateaus in the diluted
models. The present results were compared with those
of the diluted AFM Ising model on the 3D pyrochlore
lattice in a magnetic field along the [111] direction, a sce-
nario sometimes referred to as the ”kagome-ice” problem.
We discussed the similarity and dissimilarity between the
magnetization curves for the ”kagome-ice” state and for
the 2D kagome lattice. Both models have five magnetiza-
tion platueaus, but the positions of magnetization steps
are different. It is because the condition of the com-
petition between the exchange and Zeeman energies are
different in both models.
These theoretical results highlight the rich variety of
effects expected to result from the interplay of dilution
and magnetic field in frustrated systems. Spin-ice ma-
terials on the pyrochlore lattice have attracted partic-
ular attention, and multiple magnetization plateaus in
the diluted model were theoretically proposed quite re-
cently [17]. The present study on the triangular and
kagome lattices revealed that this phenomenon is gen-
eral in diluted frustrated systems. Future experimental
studies will be needed to demonstrate them in natural
and artificial spin-ice materials [22].
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